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of the breezy hacienda terrace of Casa
Caribe is to escape instantly from the
sun-baked attractions and adrenalinsoaked adventures that are the core of
a Mayan Riviera experience on Mexico’s
Yucatan coast. Beneath the high ceilings
of this unassuming guesthouse, the smell of coffee wafts
past a mural of Mexican lovers in a jewel-toned landscape
and white wicker chairs beckon from across the cool
terracotta tiles. Round tables set with notebooks and pens
cluster before a long demonstration counter of pastel blue.
Atop the counter’s creamy white tiles lie platters of marketfresh tomatoes, onions and limes; a bowl of chiles in various
hues; a bouquet of cilantro next to a pig-snouted molcajete
(mortar). The stage is set for our one-day class at the Little
Mexican Cooking School in the village of Puerto Morelos.
And when Chef J. Salvador Fernandez Tamayo invites us
"to return many centuries with [him] to discover what is
Mexican food," the transition to another place is complete.
Puerto Morelos, itself, feels a step out of time. Midway
between the bustling tourist destinations of Cancun and
Playa del Carmen, this sleepy fishing port is home to a
mixed community of locals and expats, its shore lined with
modest villas and apartments, and its central square
surrounded by just enough cafés, souvenir and craft shops
to fill a break from the beach. The laidback lifestyle lured
Australian expat Catriona Brown to the village in 2002,
where she initially set up a dive shop. As she integrated into
community life, Catriona decided the place was perfect to
showcase the depth and diversity of Mexican cuisine and
she launched the Little Mexican Cooking School, drawing
on the expertise of chefs from the region and from across
the country.
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PHOTOS THIS SPREAD CLOCKWISE FROM TOP LEFT

Habaneros; Pelican; Local pottery; Stained glass
window, Iglesia San Jose Obrero, Puerto Morelos;
Chef J. Salvador at the demonstration table;
Tomatillos; Prepping salsa in the molcajete.
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MAKES ABOUT 1 ½ CUPS

Salsa Roja de Chile
Habanero
THIS RED CHILE salsa created by Chef Salvador for the
Little Mexican Cooking School gets its deep flavour from
roasting the vegetables first before grinding them into the salsa.
Roma Tomatoes
4 whole
Habanero
Chiles 2 whole
Garlic 2 cloves,
unpeeled
White Onion 1/2
Mexican
Oregano
to taste
Sea Salt and
Black Pepper
to taste
1
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Salsa
ingredients
can be pulsed
in a blender
rather than
crushed with
a mortar and
pestle, but
texture will be
altered.

1 USING a comal or non-stick pan, roast the
tomatoes, habaneros, unpeeled garlic cloves
and onion over high heat until softened and
lightly charred. (Ensure good ventilation
while toasting the habaneros and remember
not to handle them with bare fingers). Set
aside to cool.
2 PEEL the garlic and crush into a paste
in a molcajete (large mortar and pestle).
Coarsely chop the onion and crush it into
the garlic paste. Sprinkle with oregano, sea
salt, and black pepper to taste.
3 USING tongs or rubber gloves, pull stems
from the habaneros and crush one at a time
into the garlic-onion mixture.
4 QUARTER and seed the roasted tomatoes
and add one by one to the salsa mixture,
grinding to an even texture.
5 STORES up to 1 1/2 weeks in the refrigerator.
Adapted from a recipe created by Chef
Salvador © The Little Mexican Cooking
School, Puerto Morelos, Mexico.
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The energetic J. Salvador is current chef-instructor at
the school. A native of Puebla who “always knew” he was
going to be a chef, J. Salvador headed first for classical
training at the Univeristat de Barcelona before returning
to Mexico to study the rich range of his own country’s
cuisine at the Mexican Culinary Institute. His passion for
the culinary traditions of his homeland burns brightly as
he walks us through ingredients and cooking practices
dating from Aztec and Mayan civilizations through the
Spanish Conquest.
Today’s class participants are an assorted lot, ranging in
age from about 20 to 70 and split roughly evenly by
gender. Our opening round of introductions reveals a wide
spectrum of culinary chops among the fifteen of us: from
a culinary school hopeful and a former restaurant ownerchef to home cooks of varying abilities — and a person
who describes his expertise simply as “I like to eat.”
Likewise, our favourite individual experiences of Mexican
food vary from hamburger tacos and traditional mole to
the subtle flavours of tikin’xic (red snapper in achiote
sauce).
But judging by the expressions I see reflected in the
massive mirror behind the demonstration table, Chef
Salvador has us all equally rapt in his tales of Mexican
culinary history. While the Spanish conquerors were fairly
meticulous in their destruction of local Aztec and Mayan
records, it seems that Bernardino de Sahagun — a monk
and ethnographer who followed closely on the heels of
Cortez’s arrival — was quite a food lover. The vivid
descriptions of markets and culinary traditions that de
Sahagun sent back to Spain form the core of what is
known today of pre-Hispanic cooking in Mexico. Chef
Salvador has on hand several modern versions of
traditional cooking implements and he points out the
distinctions in pre-Hispanic and Spanish design.
We soon learn that the tools are not simply for display,
as the chef draws participants from the group to model
grinding techniques on the metate y mano (hand grinder)
and roasting skills on the comal (traditional brazier). In
short order, the smell of citrus and charring chiles fills the
air, as we work on putting together the components of
what will be a fish-centric menu, romantically titled
‘Sailing the Mexican Coastlines.’ An initial focus on salsas
allows us to hone our knife skills, with Chef Salvador
demonstrating finessed technique as well as the shortcuts
demanded of a busy restaurant service.
We begin with a classic pico de gallo; shift to Mayan
cuisine with a x’nipec salsa; turn up the heat with a red
salsa featuring habaneros; and compose an unusual salsa
macha (dry chile mix in a hot peanut sauce) from
Veracruz. Our pens scribble furiously across the provided
recipe booklets, as Chef Salvador riffs on each recipe on
the fly. We pause to sample our efforts, taking careful
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Located in the Casa Caribe bed & breakfast
retreat the LITTLE MEXICAN COOKING
SCHOOL offers a variety of hands-on
classes from 10:00 am to 3:30 pm several
times per week. Their current schedule
includes region-centric menus from Puebla,
Veracruz and the Yucatan, as well as classes
focusing on grilling, traditional Mexican
home cooking, seafood or beans and corn.
www.casacaribepuertomorelos.com
www.thelittlemexicancookingschool.com
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CATHERINE VAN BRUNSCHOT
is a Calgary-based food and travel
writer. Read more of her work at
www.catherinevanbrunschot.com
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notes of the chef’s recommendations for shelf life,
substitutions for naranja agria (sour oranges) and lima
yucateca (Sprite-like Yucatan limes), and possible
alternative applications of the salsa macha’s flavourful oil.
Then it’s off to the school’s modern kitchen, where
we’re put to work in teams, with all hands chopping,
grating, marinating or seasoning, while Chef Salvador
skillfully conducts our sometimes unruly orchestra. A
colourful ceviche emerges, sided with a rich chipotle
mayo, and we retire once more to the demonstration area
to fuel up on our newly-created ceviche tostadas.
A return trip to the kitchen has us completing our main
course preparations, with someone at the fryer
transforming fish morsels into fritters, a couple more at
the stove stirring soup broth and crisping tortilla strips,
and the remainder dicing, slicing and assembling
garnishes and sides. Chef Salvador demonstrates an
artistic plating of the sopa de lima, which we try to mimic
— with varying results. At last, we settle at our dining
tables to savour the fruits of our efforts: the piquant and
multi-textured lime and chicken soup, as well as Bajastyle tacos de pescado.
We linger over our creamy mango pudding laced with
guava compote and chipotle-roasted pecans. We
contemplate the sound wisdom of siestas. In a final bid of
procrastination before we face the mid-afternoon sun, we
sift through the delights of Casa Caribe’s well-stocked
shop, making our selections from among the molcajetes
and tortilla presses, the artisanal kitchen linens and
blouses, and an array of spices and specialty ingredients.
Among the latter is a prized black Hispanic salt harvested
from lake sand in Central Mexico — whose flavour is mute
testimony to all that makes Mexican cuisine unique.

SERVES 4 AS AN APPETIZER

Chef Salvador’s Ceviche
SUBSTITUTE RAW, PEELED and deveined small shrimp for
part of the white fish if you like.
Firm White Fish Fillet 300 g, diced
Roma Tomatoes 3, diced
Red Onion 1/2, diced
Cucumber peeled, seeded and
chopped, ½ cup
Fresh Cilantro 1 cup
Limes 2, juiced
Naranja Agria (sour orange)1
1, juiced
Grapefruit 1, juiced
3 Serrano Chiles 3, finely chopped
Mexican Oregano
Queso Anejo2 125 g
Sea Salt and Black Pepper
Olive Oil 3 tsp
1

Sour orange juice can be replaced
with 2 parts lime juice and 1 part
orange juice.

2

Or Cotija cheese.

1 PLACE the diced fish in
a bowl. Add the diced
tomatoes and red onion.
Chiffonade the cilantro and
sprinkle over the top.
2 POUR the citrus juices over
the fish mixture and stir
gently to combine. Season
with salt and pepper.
3 SPRINKLE the chopped
Serrano chiles over the
marinating fish along with
oregano and crumbled
queso. Stir to combine.
4 FINISH with olive oil and
serve immediately over
tostadas.
Adapted from a recipe
created by Chef Salvador
© The Little Mexican
Cooking School, Puerto
Morelos, Mexico.
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